An Incredible Dogfighting Adventure

OVERVIEW
At Air Combat USA, you actually fly air-to-air combat. This is not a simulator, instead, you will take the
stick of a state-of-the-art military trainer aircraft and engage in aerial dog fighting. No pilot's license is
required. Air Combat USA has been in business since 1988, and has flown over 30,000 guest-pilots
from across the nation. Our proven track record ensures that your fighter pilot experience will be the
most memorable of your life. Your entire flight and each of your victories will be captured on mini-digital
video to keep the memory alive for years to come.

THE ADVENTURE
Ground School and Prebriefing
As our guest-pilot, you will be fitted with a flight suit, helmet, and parachute in preparation for your flight.
During your ground school, you will cover the tactical maneuvers required to get results during your
flight. The integrity of the Air Combat USA multi-phase program is based on highly trained instructor
pilots and a field tested course outline. Each mission is tailored to your level of experience, ability and
aggressiveness, from armchair to ace. Whether you sign up for Phase I or one of our advanced missions, the course is designed to provide you with a complete fighter pilot experience.
You're At The Controls
Having completed your ground school instruction, you are now ready to roll back the canopy and climb
into the cockpit of the SIAI Marchetti aircraft alongside your instructor pilot. The side-by-side seating is
unique to this military aircraft and allows you to have more time at the controls of the aircraft than tandem-style front/back seating. You will fly the aircraft up to 90% of the time.
During your Phase I mission, you will try your hand at formation flying and practice the various maneuvers discussed in ground school until you are comfortable with the plane. Then, the real fun begins as
you and your instructor work as a team to out-smart, out-maneuver, and out-gun your opponents
through six "g-pulling" dogfights. A direct hit will register through our patented electronic tracking system
including sound effects, and smoke will trail from the other aircraft. Three cockpit cameras will record the
action including a gunsight mounted camera that capture the sights and sounds of every kill.
Postflight Debriefing
When you return to home base after your flight, we will play back the videos taken from each aircraft simultaneously for a chance to relive your kills and view the dogfights from your opponent's perspective.
Your instructor pilot will offer suggestions and relate the flight activities to the ground school theory, giving you even greater insight into the art of aerial combat.

POWERFUL, HIGH-PERFORMANCE AIRCRAFT
The SIAI Marchetti SF260 is a current production, Italian-built,
fighter-aircraft. It has 260 horsepower, can fly at 270 MPH, FAA
certified to +6 to -3 G's, and can perform unlimited aerobatics. It
was originally designed to transition student pilots to jet fighters. It
is maneuvered by the stick grip complete with gun trigger, identical
to the F4 Phantom. The pilot and guest-pilot sit side-by-side with
dual controls. The Marchetti is used by dozens of Air Forces worldwide. Air Combat USA owns and operates a fleet of SIAI Marchetti
aircraft nationwide.

TRAINING PROGRAMS & PRICES
Basic Air Combat Maneuvers $1395/Person
Phase I - Experience first-hand the thrill and excitement of flying a light attack fighter in air-to-air combat.
Phase I provides an introduction to the Tactical Fighter Maneuvers (TFM-l). Fully briefed you'll climb into
the aircraft alongside your instructor. With your hands on the controls you will engage in six "g-pulling"
dogfights. Your flight will be recorded on mini DV and reviewed in a flight de-briefing. Groups are welcome. Bring a friend and settle the score.

Fighter Lead In Program $2095
Our most comprehensive training program, combines the Basic and
Intermediate Tactical Fighter Maneuvers in this one day course.
Our Fighter Lead In Program is devoted to formation flight, hi & low
yo-yos, lead and lag pursuits, displacement rolls, vertical and
oblique turns, rolling scissors and high side attacks. You will actually fly two separate missions; the first flight is a practice session
focusing on the fundamentals of each maneuver and preparing you
for the second flight where you will use the maneuvers in a variety
of tactical situations. Build on your basic fighter skills by enlisting in
the Fighter Lead In Program. As a graduate you will receive your
flight video and be commissioned as a Major in the Air Combat
USA Fighter Squadron. This entitles you to special flying privileges. A real fighter pilot fantasy.

GIFT CERTIFICATE & PROMOTIONAL VIDEO
A flight with Air Combat USA makes a truly unique gift. When you purchase a gift certificate from Air
Combat USA for a friend or loved one, we offer you more than the standard certificate. Instead we personalize our (VHS or DVD) promotional videotape, which is approximately four minutes long. The video
describes the program complete with footage of the briefing and the flight. As the recipient of your gift
watches the video, your own personal message (i.e., Happy Birthday, Love Jane) will scroll across the
screen. If there is someone in your life that has earned the right to be "TOP GUN", then there is only one
choice out there; an Air Combat mission with Air Combat USA. It will "blow-the-socks-off" the birthday
guy or gal, your best client, and or your top sales people.

For more information about Air Combat USA, contact Incredible Adventures.
800-644-7382 941-346-2603 tel 941-346-2488 email: info@incredible-adventures.com
www.incredible-adventures.com
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